PRINT LAST NAME OF DRIVER ______________________

DRIVER/OWNER INFORMATION PERMIT FORM
I, the owner of the vehicle and/or parent of the driver, authorize the
following named individual, ________________________________ to drive
said vehicle and utilize the appropriate restraining system.
I do, do not, (circle one) wish for the driver to drive other students.
When driving other students I expect the driver to adhere to manufacturer
established passenger capacity limits for this vehicle. The number of
students allowed to be passengers is ……….. (Insert number).
I understand that driving is a privilege and that this privilege may be
revoked if the driver does not adhere to the driving/parking rules.
I verify that the driver currently possesses a valid driver’s license that
does not have any restrictions, limitations, or suspensions.
I verify that the driver has insurance coverage on the vehicle that he/she
will be driving. If the driver has permission to transport other students the
coverage does include liability in the amount of at least equal to the
minimum required by the State of Michigan.
Insurance Company Name …………………………………………………
Policy Number
………………………………
Policy expiration Date
…… /…… /……
Agent’s Name
…………………………………………
Agents Phone Number
………-………-………………
Driver’s License Number ………………………………………………
Driver
…………………………………………………
Birth date
…… /…… /……
Address
…………………………………
…………………………………
Vehicle (make,model,color,& year) ………………………………………………
Number of seatbelts (include driver) ………………..
Vehicle License Number……………………………….

Signature of Vehicle Owner
Signature of Driver

_________________________________

_____________________________

Date _____________

Failure to complete this form will nullify driving privileges. Please review carefully.

8/8/2018

PRINT LAST NAME OF DRIVER ________________________

ACE STUDENT DRIVER ‘TERMS OF AGREEMENT’ FORM
I understand that being allowed to drive on the ACE campus and park in
the ACE student parking lot is a privilege not a right. I understand that
this privilege may be revoked as a disciplinary measure. With this
privilege comes responsibility. I verify and agree to the following;


I do hold a valid driver license and have no restrictions or limitations. My license is not suspended. If
my license does become suspended I understand I must notify the principal and I will lose my driving
privileges at ACE.



I agree to transport no more than the number of persons for which the vehicle is designed and
insurance rated and for which my parent/guardian has agreed. If I am allowed to transport
passengers, I will make sure all passengers utilize the seatbelts.



I will not drive passengers off campus that are not allowed to leave campus.
I understand it is my responsibility to check on eligibility of persons in regard to leaving campus on a
daily basis.



I will never leave my vehicle unattended with passengers in the vehicle. I will not let other people have
my keys to retrieve things from the vehicle during school hours.



I will not loiter in the parking lot during school hours. I understand when I enter the parking lot I must
always lock my vehicle and proceed directly in to the building.



I will never let other people drive the vehicle unless that person’s name is on this form with mine and
approved.



I will not speed in the parking lot and understand the speed limit is 5 m.p.h.
I will not squeal my tires entering or departing the parking lot. I will enter the parking lot very slowly.



I agree to park inside the parking lines of the parking lot. I will not park in front of the dumpster or in a
handicapped parking area.



I will not smoke in my car nor will I allow passengers to smoke in my car while on school grounds.



I will not bring alcohol, illegal substances, or weapons in my car while on school grounds. I
understand the principal or principal designee has a right to search my car if he/she believes the
above mentioned articles might be in the car.



I understand that if I am eligible to leave campus at lunch I must leave before 12:00 pm. Once I return
to campus I understand I am not permitted to leave again at lunch.



I understand that if I am 10 minutes late returning from lunch due to unforeseen circumstances, I will
be marked absent. If I am under ten minutes late, I will be considered tardy and therefore subject to
the consequences of ‘off campus lunch tardies.’

I have read, understand and agree to the information on the Driver
Agreement Form and on the Driver/Parent Form.
SIGNATURE OF STUDENT DRIVER ………………………………………………… DATE ……………….
8/8/2018

